Beauty.
Give beauty checkouts a make-over.
Make sales glow with Klarna.
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Let’s face it, US consumers can’t get enough of beauty products. Lotions and
potions that enhance looks and boost confidence regularly find their way into
baskets – as a pick me up or as part of a regular beauty regime. And in our selfieobsessed world, it’s no surprise that makeup, skincare and grooming videos are
among the most watched and shared items online.

The US beauty market
is worth

$532B*
With everyone after a slice of the beauty
pie, Klarna believes it’s time for retailers to
make-over their UX, and prime checkouts
for growth, using flexible payments.
Appearances may be skin-deep but that doesn’t stop
Americans spending thousands each year on skin, hair,
body care, make-up and fragrance.
Discerning buyers are attracted to performance-proven
results and are prepared to pay a premium for products
that are backed by reviews, awards and scientific
evidence. While fashion-led glamouristas are drawn to
the latest colors and trends, changing their routines to
match the season’s hottest looks.
Beauty-related products are also highly valued as gifts
by men and women alike, with sales getting a regular
boost throughout the year whether to mark celebration
days (birthdays and anniversaries) or seasonal events
like Valentine’s Day and the Holiday season.
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New look channel dynamics
It’s clear that over the last few decades, beauty
products have boomed in-store. Here, customers can
try products and match their skin types, tone and
choose the most flattering colors. At the same time,
online has flourished on the side-lines - for replenishing
existing tried and tested products and colors.
But that’s changing. Social, reviews and imagery
are shaking up the mix and encouraging wider
experimentation. Online retail channels like Beauty
Bay and celebrity beauty ranges – such as Rihanna’s
Fenty Beauty - as well as a new generation of directto-consumer (D2C) beauty brands are now targeting
spontaneous beauty buyers that browse for pleasure
and value choice, convenience and speed of supply.
Shoppers are increasingly drawn to smaller, niche
brands specializing in eco and animal friendly products
with sustainable packaging.
With competition high, pure play players are aiming to
take the high-ground - building awareness, generating
revenue and scaling fast – using innovative tools and
techniques to differentiate, reach niche audiences and
drive social demand.

Focus on face-to-face experiences
As beauty moves online, traditional mass retailers (like
Sephora and Ulta) and department stores that use
cosmetics and fragrance to entice consumers
through the doors, will have to up their game to
compete successfully.
In 2020, it’s no longer enough for shops to simply stock
products and expect customers to turn up. Consumers
want to experience what’s on offer – they want to have
fun and the freedom to indulge too. To meet this need,
more stores are evolving concept areas that focus
on ‘play and buy’, encouraging users to test and get
hands on with new products and colors. Experiential
technology such as AI and virtual reality is also hitting
the high street as well as in-store styling, beauty
treatments and ‘pop-up’ events.

Creating a sales-lift
To stay profitable, beauty retailers will have to find new
ways to attract new consumers and add value to their
loyal followers. For many this means extending their
offerings beyond beauty basics to premium, luxe and
branded lines, and beauty-tech and health products to
drive sales growth.
That means knowing their audiences, expanding their
appeal and finding new ways to drive loyalty. And making
sure their websites and instore experiences are at the
top of their game (because like all shoppers, beauty
buyers hate friction).
Indeed, preventing negative attitudes and emotional
resistance at the checkout is now a major challenge for
retailers. Poor conversion figures show that a bad UX will
cause buyers to run, leaving retailers holding an empty
basket. And, the more anxiety or disappointment, the
less uplift and loyalty retailers can expect.
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So, what are shoppers looking for at the
checkout when buying beauty?
Klarna’s recent US Beauty Consumer Survey shows that,
when it comes to their top priorities, beauty buyers are
attracted to retailers that offer a wide variety of quality
of products (54%), combined with a fabulous customer
experience (32%) and a seamless and optimized
checkout (28%).
But what they don’t want is complexity, delays and lack of
payment options. In fact, half of all beauty shoppers (47%)
feel that if a checkout is too long and drawn out, they
won’t shop there again.

74%

buy beauty products online
because it’s more convenient

58%

want to see the goods
before buying

56%

won’t buy expensive items unless
they can check them out first

Can beauty retailers restyle their checkouts
and empower customers to spend more on the
items they truly love?
Our study reveals 38% of beauty shoppers find shopping
more enjoyable when they know they have the ability to
pay later - and are also prepared to spend more with this
option (35%). Importantly, 38% would also be more likely
to choose a retailer that offered flexible payments – giving
them an edge over competitors that don’t.
But what they don’t want is complexity, delays and lack of
payment options. In fact, half of all beauty shoppers (47%)
feel that if a checkout is too long and drawn out, they
won’t shop there again.
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When it comes to loyalty, the
figures speak for themselves.
37% of beauty shoppers, would be more likely to
remain loyal if a retailer offered flexible payments
and would also recommend that retailer to family and
friends (38%). Given more than two thirds (80%) of
beauty buyers also read (and are influenced by) online
reviews, generating positive ‘word of mouth’ is crucial.
At Klarna, we believe flexible payments can set new
performance records for beauty sales – in-store
and online.

“Ease and convenience play
an instrumental role in the
Sephora client experience,
and as a digital leader we
have always adapted to the
evolving needs of our beauty
community. With Klarna, we
can continue to provide our
clients the seamless shopping
experience they know and love
while increasing flexibility in our
checkout offerings.”
– Kim Stromberg, Sephora VP and
GM of e-commerce
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By applying the same no-compromise approach to
their checkouts as they do to their merchandise,
beauty retailers can raise their game and compete
more effectively. By paying later with Klarna customers
will have the confidence to buy premium skin care,
branded cosmetics, luxe-lotions, grooming gear and
beauty accessories, so they can update their looks
whenever they want, as often as it suits them.
Reshaping payment options at the point of sale and
adding Klarna their online and mobile apps, can also
deliver the frictionless experience that resonates
with today’s convenience-focused consumers. And
the payment choice that reflects their lifestyles and
spending habits. Here’s how:

1. Add the ‘feel-good’ factor
Beauty websites can lose out to physical stores
because customers can’t experience the goods or
ensure the color/texture works for them. We found that
38% of online beauty buyers are afraid items will arrive
in poor condition while over a third (36%) are often
disappointed because their purchase fails to match
their expectation. With Klarna, shoppers can pay in full
30 days after delivery, so that they can see the goods in
person before parting with their cash.

2. De-stress the UX
Having to make an on the spot decision about whether
they like an item enough to pay a bit extra for it will
lead many to walk away. 41% of beauty buyers find that
having the option to pay with Klarna’s 4 installments
makes shopping much less stressful for them, as they
know they can delay or spread the payment.

3. Empower premium spend

6. End mobile frustration

Sometimes, disposable income is tight, yet 47% prefer
to buy more expensive products that last longer. If
premium items are out of their range, 27% would
postpone buying until they can afford it, while 26%
would wait for it to come on sale. It makes sense for
retailers to provide flexible payment options at no
extra cost to help alleviate financial pressure, enabling
shoppers to buy without compromise, whenever
they want.

Beauty shoppers’ active lifestyles mean their demand
for convenience is high and checkout friction is a big
“no-no”. Consumers in this sector are likely to browse
and shop on the go straight from their mobiles. With
Klarna, returning users can pay with one-click without
having to complete any personal details or
complex forms.

4. Cut FOMO and give back control
If they’ve run out of an essential item, want a change,
or to buy a hotly-recommended new product, waiting
is sometimes not an option. Exclusive lines fly off the
shelves (especially after rave reviews, media coverage
or celeb-endorsement) so stock runs out fast. With
Klarna, customers don’t have to wait until payday, but
can buy new beauty lines as soon as they are launched
with the option to budget their spend over time.

5. Get under buyers’ skin
As well as providing a springboard for highly-targeted
value-rich promotions, new payment providers, like
Klarna, can support marketing campaigns with fresh
insight, access to a community of previous Klarna users
and personalized payment plans.
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7. Smooth seasonal spend
Busy lifestyles means many shoppers buy during
seasonal promotions only, with Black Friday and
Holiday season delivering a huge beauty buying spike.
However, by having Klarna available all year round,
retailers can benefit from more consistent sales volume
month to month.

8. Ditch discounting
It’s easy for retailers to get sucked into a cycle of
reducing prices to drive volume. This can de-value their
products and drive a bargain culture where customers
are reluctant to pay full price. With Klarna, retailers can
add value while keeping their profit margins intact and
beauty enthusiasts happy.

Check out Klarna for beauty retailers
Check
out Klarna
for
beauty retailers
Klarna
is proven
to deliver
a competitive
advantage and boost revenue for
retailers
all sizes.
That’s why
over 200,000
merchants
payments
Klarna isofproven
to deliver
a competitive
advantage
and offer
boostour
revenue
for
products
in
19
countries
and
85
million
consumers
rely
on
us
to
keep
them
retailers of all sizes. That’s why over 190,000 merchants offer our payments
‘shopping
productssmoooth’.
in 17 countries and 85 million consumers rely on us to keep them
learnmore@klarna.com
‘shopping smoooth’.

All figures quoted are from the Klarna US Beauty Consumer Survey, 2020.

learnmore@klarna.com
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* businessinsider.com

All figures quoted are from the Klarna US Beauty Consumer Survey, 2020.

